Ionic-pair equal-time displacement correlations in relaxor lead magnesium niobate, P b(M g 1/3 N b 2/3 )O 3 , have been investigated at room temperature in terms of an x-ray diffuse scattering technique. Functions of the distinct correlations have been determined quantitatively. The results show the significantly strong rhombohedral-polar correlations regarding Pb-O, Mg/Nb-O, and O-O' pairs. Their spatial distribution forms an ellipse or a sphere with the diameters of 30-80Å. This direct observation of local structure in the system proves precursory presence of the polar microregions in the paraelectric state which leads to the dielectric dispersion.
P b(Mg 1/3 Nb 2/3 )O 3 (called PMN) is a representative system of relaxors, of a special kind of ferroelectrics exhibiting a diffuse cubic-to-rhombohedral phase transition and dielectric dispersion [1, 2] . The crystal structure, based upon a simple cubic perovskite often represented by ABO 3 , includes two different ionic species at site B, Mg 2+ and Nb 5+ , which are known to make 1:1 chemical short-range order (SRO) along the <111> [1, 2] . This local atomic narure has been suggested to cause the unusual phenomena, but a microscopic origin of the mechanism is yet to be fully understood.
The ordering nature of PMN is expected to cause two kinds of lattice distortion. The one kind is of an electrostatic origin. B-site occupation of the two ions gives a bulk-averaged valence of +4, and this value electrically neutralizes the whole system with the other species, P b 2+ , O 3 (Subscripts of three oxygens mean the cell faces where each species is centered. The faces are perpendicular to x,y, and z, respectively). However, because of the SRO, the valence averaged in the ranges becomes +3.5 and hence ∼5+ in the Nb-rich surroundings. This charge misfit is suggested to produce lattice distortion electrostatically [3] . The other kind lies in a mechanical origin, a difference in ionic sizes between the B-site ions [4, 5] , called size-effect, which also leads to the same consequence as that of the former kind. Both effects can cause local destruction of the cubic symmetry giving the permanet dipoles whose presence enables us to evaluate models previously proposed to explain a mechanism of the relaxor behavior [6, 7] . Therefore, it is very important to directly observe local ionic displacements in PMN to obtain experimental evidence of existence of the polar correlations along with their lengths and precise symmetry, which motivated us to carry out a measurement of x-ray diffuse scattering. Although there are preceding experiments performed by means of NMR [8] and a transmission electron microscopy (TEM) [9] based upon the same purpose, either of the investigations was not able to completely satisfy the requirements.
An x-ray (also neutron and electron) intensity scattered by atoms in a crystal, defined as I( q 1 ) where q 1 is a scattering vector, consists of the components given by an averaged crystal structure and local atomic arrangements, I Bragg ( q 1 ) and I Dif f ( q 1 ), respectively. The former gives a Bragg intensity, and the latter a diffuse scattering intensity which is tremendously weker than the other component. In the current case, only I Dif f ( q 1 ) is dealt with, and is further divided into the contributions from the local displacements (including phonons) and the SRO, I Disp ( q 1 ) and I SRO ( q 1 ). For mathematical expression of the two intensities, the simple way is to adopt sums of plane waves [10] which represent the atomic configurational disturbance. For example, the displacement of the species γ at the s th unit cell, u sγ , is written in the following form:
where i is an index of real-space Cartesian coordinates, u γ ki is the displacement-wave amplitude of wavevector k allowed in the first Brillouin zone,ê i is a unit vector, and R s + r γ is the atomic position. The concentration is also given in the same way, and has the form similar to Equation (1) . If these plane-wave sums are used for the expression, the intensity equations obtain the simple forms in electron units (e.u.). We show only I Disp ( q 1 ) as below:
where N is the number of unit cells considered, f γ is the x-ray atomic scattering factor [11] including the temperature factor [12] , and 2πH hkl is a Bragg reciprocal lattice vector (remove (ê i · q 1 )(ê i ′ · q 1 ) term to gain the form of I SRO ( q 1 )). A bracket of amplitude product < u γ ki u γ ′ ki ′ > originates from a fact that the correlations which we observe are spatially averaged, < · · · >. The products are only unknowns in Eq. (2) and their values are unique for all vectors q 1 with unique k. For PMN, there are 17 unknowns including the SRO terms (The number seems small, but is a result from considerable degeneracy among the terms because of space group Pm3m.). Therefore, if at least 17 total scattering intensities observed for universal k are obtained, the unknowns can be determined through linear algebra. The computed values for all allowed k provide the ionic-pair equal-time displacement correlation functions according to the following definition:
where R s ′ is set at the real space origin, s'=0. A plot of Eq. (3) as a function of R s represents strength and distribution of the γ-γ' correlation required for this study. An x-ray diffuse scattering measurement was performed at room temperature in the air on self-flux-grown single crystal PMN whose size is ∼6×4×2mm 3 . A surface normal of the largest face is almost parallel to the [001], and with respect to this face, the bisecting-2θ diffraction was done on a 4-circle diffractometer (Hüber) with a scintillation counter. In this way, x-ray absorption by the sample is independent of q 1 . The conventional Cukα rotatinganode generator (Mac Science) was used and operated at 15kW. X-rays were mochromated by a pyrolytic graphite (002). A preliminary measurement of the Bragg intensity distribution showed that the volume-distribution extent is ∼(0.01) 3 in reciprocal lattice units (r.l.u.
3 ). Therefore, minimum | k | was determined as 0.02 r.l.u. to avoid the Bragg contamination. The intensities were collected in reciprocal lattice volume with changing q 1 by increment 0.02 r.l.u. (i.e., N=50
3 ). The volume contains about 5000 independent q 1 s. The points consist of about 160 q 1 sets, and each set includes at least 17 points. The data acquisition time at each point was 5 minutes, and the complete measurement took about 3 weeks. A factor to convert the observed intensities to those in e.u. was determined from the integrated Bragg intensities of an aluminum standard powder sample [13] . Experimental conditions and means for this measurement are the same as those for the diffuse scattering measurement. The contribution of two kinds of unwanted scattering, air scattering and Compton scattering, was subtracted from the observed intensities through the measurement and the calculation [14] , respectively. Figure 1 (a) is a contour map of the observed e.u. intensities in the 0th (100) reciprocal lattice plane. A portion of the collected data was used for this mapping. Ridges of the intensities are seen around all Brillouin zone centers along the [011]. The tiny ridges along the [011] also appear around some zones, indicating q 1 dependence on the distribution. This feature agrees well with that observed in previous x-ray work [3] which suggeted the origin from the lattice distortion making competing interactions with the <011> transverse optic phonons. The observed data were analyzed based upon Eq.(2), and < u γ ki u γ ′ ki ′ > terms were determined quantitatively. The intensities were synthesized using the determined parameters. The recalculated map is represented in Fig. 1 (b) , and the figure reproduces the observed data very well giving residue factor ∼2%.
Results of the parameter values indicate that the three distinct displacement amplitude products, < u P b kx u O1 ky >, < u B kx u O1 ky >, and < u O1 ky u O2 kz >, are significant only around | k |=0 (species B means the B-site ion, Mg 2+ /Nb 5+ .). Their values are largely negative, positive, and positive quite near the zone center, and oscillate almost in phase with each other with increasing | k |. Since their absolute values are 20-10 5 times bigger than all the others, only these three terms are required to describe the local ionic structure. Its qualitative representation is given below.
The negative values of < u P b kx u O1 ky > means a product of the shifts of Pb and O 1 along, e.g., -x and +y, respectively. The shifts are illustrated on the left-hand side in Figure 2 (a) . Because of the simple-cubic-perovskite symmetry, < u P b kx u O1 ky > is equivalent to < u P b kx u O1 kz >. Involving O 2 and O 3 , the further symmetry consideration indicate more equivalencies such as < u P b kx u O1 ky >=< u P b ky u O2 kx >=< u P b ky u O2 kz >=< u P b kz u O3 kx >=< u P b kz u O3 ky >. Therefore, superposition of all the equivalencies gives the resultant shifts along the Fig. 2 (a) . Similary, as shown in the righthand figure of Fig. 2 (b) , positive < u B kx u O1 ky > implies a product of the shifts of B and O 1 along +x and +y, respectively. The equivalencies can be written as < u B kx u O1 ky >=< u B kx u O1 kz >=< u B ky u O2 kx >=< u B ky u O2 kz >=< u B kz u O3 kx >=< u B kz u O3 ky >. A result of the superposition provides the sfift of B along the [111] given in the other figure of Fig. 2 . A set of the oxygen shifts shows no contradiction with the outcome in the Pb-O case. The rest, positive < u O1 ky u O2 kz >, is displayed in Fig. 2 (c) , and the equivalencies are given as < u O1 ky u O2 kz >=< u O1 kz u O2 kx >=< u O1 ky u O3 kx >=< u O1 kz u O3 ky >=< u O2 kx u O3 ky >=< u O2 kz u O3 kx >. The resultant schematic shifts are exactly the same as those of the two cases above. In addition, the parameter value for the concentration is also significant only around k=1/2<111> with which oscillation of the concentration, i.e., the 1:1 SRO, is exhibited. But we are not concerened with the SRO in this paper since the concentration correlation has been pretty much studied so far [9, 15] .
A combination of all the shifts derived from the three main correlations above leads to the local structure shown in Fig. 2 (d) . Two pyramids confronting each other whose vertices are occupied by Pb are both translated along the [111] from the ideal cubic positions given at corners of the shaded box, and maintain point group3 which the cubic structure also has. On the other hand, the other two B-O pyramids between the two of Pb linking at B realizes the lower symmetry, 3, because of the displacements of B and O. Therefore, this local structure totally forms rhombohedral polar symmetry which was suggested by previous x-ray and neutron 'averaged' crystal structure analysis at low temperature [12] . To our knowledge, existence of the polar correlation has crystallographically been proved directly from the diffuse scattering analysis for the first time. This precursory presence of the polar domains exhibit the local polarizations randomly along anyone of the <111> directions giving the macroscopic paraelectric state, and the polarizations must be in a sort of frustrating states under an electrinc field, which leads to the dielectric dispersion. The previous TEM work [9] is the one most relevant to the present study, and the rhombohedral domains were also observed as image contrasts caused by lattice distortion. The investigation gave us a quite nice insight into the local structure, but supplied nothing about the displacement correlations or made no verification of the polar symmetry.
Quantitative representation of the correlations was done by computing < u sP bx u 0O1y >, < u sBx u 0O1y >, and < u sO1y u 0O2z >, according to Eq. (3). Since our x-ray scattering does not distinguish phonons from static displacements, the functions also involve the vibrational displacements. Therefore, the light-element function < u sO1y u 0O2z > may exhibit the large values compared with the other two. This indistinguishability gives rise to experimental ambiguity on this study somehow. Fig. 3 (a) -(c) represent continuous modulation of the function values. Portions of the curves with negative < u sP bx u 0O1y >, positive < u sBx u 0O1y >, and positive < u sO1y u 0O2z > (or those with the reverse signs) correspond to the polar correlations as mentioned above. Therefore, lengths of the correlations can read from the figures. In (a)-(c), there are three, four, and three kinds of appreciable peaks of the functions, respectively. Their tail-to-tail separations in sequence of the peak appearance from | R s |=0 are ∼80, 30, and 30Å for
, and ∼80, 60, 60Å for | R s |//[100] (< u sO1y u 0O2z > of the second and third peaks are merged with each other. But because of a dip at the center, we realize that there are two different peaks. The other two peaks are separated clearly.). These data suggest complicated three-dimensional spatial polar modulations. However, we may recognize from the sequence of the lengths that the correlations make spheres or ellipses whose diameters are 30-80Å. These values agree with the length order found in the previous TEM work [9] which reported that the size is ∼100Å.
Absolute values of the maximum peaks in Fig. 3(a) -(c) (i.e., the values at | R s |=0) can be evaluated in terms of mean-squared atomic displacements of Pb, B, and O (< u 
1/2 , and < u 2 O > are utilized for the eveluation regarding < u sP bx u 0O1y >, < u sBx u 0O1y >, and < u sO1y u 0O2z >. The results are 0.0073, 0.0050, and 0.0062Å 2 . To be compared with these values, the absolute maxima of the three functions must be multiplied by 2
, respectively. The factors are gained in terms of superposition of the amplitudes in x, y, and z, according to the symmetry argument above. Consequently, the values to be evaluated are 0.0029, 0.0022, and 0.0232Å 2 . Their orderes are in agreement with those of the mean-squared displacements, implying qualitative consistency of our results with those obtained from Ref.
12. However, both sets of the values do not need to coincide with each other since they are physically different in their precise meanings. Furthermore, the correlation functions do not include the amplitude products for | k |<0.02 where we are not able to access because of the Bragg contamination. If the values in this unmeasurable region are obtained, the correlation function values are increased.
In conclusion, we have investigated a local crystal structure of PMN by an measurement of x-ray diffuse scattering. Three distinct ionic-pair displacement-amplitude products, < u P b kx u O1 ky >, < u B kx u O1 ky >, and < u O1 ky u O2 kz >, were found to be remarkably large. Qualitative representation of the ionic shifts in terms of the product values indicates the rhombohedral polar correlations which we have verified for the first time. Quantitative determination of the equal-time correlation functions, < u sP bx u 0O1y >, < u sBx u 0O1y >, and < u sO1y u 0O2z >, have been done, and they exhibit the ellipsoidal or spherical correlations with the diameters of 30-80Å. The correlation lengths are in agreement with those obtained in the previous TEM work [9] . The polar microregions of these dimensions are suggeted to cause the dielectric dispersion. Our investigation was done at only room temperature. But negative temperature dependence of the intensity has already been observed [3] . Therefore, increase of the correlation lengths on cooling are expected. The TEM work has also obtained the results showing enlargement of the rhombohedral domains. But as mentioned above, their polarities have not been proved. Our low-temperature x-ray work is currently ongoing. N.T. thanks Y. Uesu, K. 
